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Peaceful retreat high on the hill
5/5 Stayed Mar 2023
Trish W. Hudson, OH

We loved Splash of Lime. It’s one of the rare 1-bedroom units at Villa Madeleine, and the view to the
north side is just gorgeous. Kitchen is teeny tiny (as are all VM units) but perfect for our needs, which
mostly involved tea, coffee, breakfast, and one night in eating a simple dinner of omelette and salads.
The unit is bright and airy - we never used AC - and the poolside deck and French doors make it feel
like you’re on your own little private island. Decor is Caribbean - bright and sunny, but not at all
cheesy. Very comfy beds and linens, and nice big marble shower. The small sofa in the living room
has seen better days and perhaps should be replaced. All communications with owners were easy
without any misunderstanding, and they are very responsive. We would visit again!

Published Mar 26, 2023

Extraordinary
5/5 Stayed Feb 2023
Diane B.

Just a breathtaking property, beautifully appointed and location phenomenal!!

Owners were a breeze to communicate with!! Lovely, lovely. Eat at Blue Water Terrace, best lobster
around and its not mentioned anywhere!! Get a private boat charter with Caribbean Sea Adventures,
worth the money.

Thank you Tom and Hillery for an amazing vacation. ❤ 💕

Published Mar 8, 2023

A Splash of Lime in the Summer!
5/5 Stayed Jul 2022
Lee S. Murfreesboro, Tn
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My wife and I had a great time this summer in St Croix. There were lots of nice places to each and
beaches to enjoy the sunshine. The home was the icing on the cake! Awesome views and the private
pool was perfect. Absolutely nothing bad to say about the house. I only wish St Croix had Uber
services! :-)

Published Aug 4, 2022

Jimmy Bethany
5/5 Stayed Feb 2022
jimmy m.

It was perfect for what the two of us needed.

Thanks,

Jimmy

Published Feb 25, 2022


